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Reducing account reconciliation operational risk

GT-Match from Bottomline Technologies is an enter-
prise-wide reconciliation and exception management 
product. that supports reconciliation for all business 
lines and market instruments including cash, general 
ledger, nostro, securities transactions, custodian 
holdings, funds, foreign exchange, money market, 
precious metals. Its flexibility and generic capabilities 
provide a high automatic matching rate for any inter-
nal or external data sources. GT-Match is a proven 
solution to reduce operational risks while increasing 
STP rates.

An Integrated Product
Modules can be purchased separately to meet an 
institution’s exact needs. Available through a single 
user interface that allows information exchange 
between them, GT-Match modules cover the following 
business areas:

•  Cash Statements, Cash Intra-day, Cash Interest Calcula-
tion, Cash Management, Forex & Money Market (including 
SWAPS)
• Securities–Holdings, Securities–Transactions, Securi-
ties– Corporate Actions
•   Precious Metals
•   Long Term Archival & Cold backup
•   Investigation & Exceptions management
•   Host confirmation
• Generic matching (funds, hedge funds, front-to-back 
office, ATM transactions, …)

Easy Start
GT-Match is easy to implement; the product could be 
installed and ready to run within few weeks. The interface 
with non-SWIFT compliant back-office applications can be 
facilitated through the company’s integration product. The 
use of GT-Match brings immediate benefits to the customer 
with efficient STP processes, flexibility and simplicity.

Powerful Rule Engine
GT-Match ensures a very high rate of automatic reconcilia-
tion. Made of totally reusable libraries of embedded 
elements, GT-Match allows for a very flexible reconciliation 
process.

Intra-Day Cash
For institutions looking for real time results and STP recon-
ciliation, Sterci has created an Intra-day Cash module fully 
integrated into the unique GT-Match interface. Balances 
and entries confirmed on end of day statements are 
checked by the Cash module, whilst real time confirmations 
are handled by the Intra-day module.

Secure
Results provided automatically can be manually changed at 
any time, provided the user has been granted the neces-
sary permission. A log keeps record of all manual interven-
tions for audit purposes.
Accesses and privileges are defined by the system admin-
istrator in a very flexible and easy way.

User-oriented Approach
The GT-Match screens are user configurable, so each user 
can be more efficient according to their business needs. 
Columns can be moved and rows can be sorted or filtered 
to bring everyone information as required. Navigation is 
easy, using menus or short keys.
Discrepancies can be forwarded by email as a HTML, Excel 
or PDF attachment, saving time and potential typing errors. 
Matching results are stored as files which can also contain 
a historical process follow-up, such as securities deliveries.

Automatic Learning Feature
GT-Match allows the user to define on the fly synonymous 
to enhance the automatic matching hit. For instance it is 
possible to record in GT-Match the equivalent of “DEUT-
SCHE BANK LONDON” and “DEUTGB2LCCO”.

Reporting and Statistics
GT-Match comes with more than a hundred of available 
reports. There is no limitation for creating additional ones 
based on your specific requirements using reporting tools 
like Cristal Report. Statistics are available in many parts of 
the application to provide information about key figures such 
as number of matches done, pending entries. Most of them 
can be exported to other formats (XML, Excel, Access, 
Word, HTML, PDF, etc)
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Exception & Investigation
GT-Match offers an extensive set of prepared queries to 
quickly access the required information.
Event-driven alarms can be configured using a rules engine 
for early detection of exceptions. GT-Match can automati-
cally generate e-mail, SWIFT message queries and Host 
confirmations with an escalation process.

Key Benefits
GT-Match is a true enterprise-wide reconciliation & excep-
tion management product that improves operational 
efficiency while reducing the risk exposure. In the new 
regulatory environment, the automation of reconciliation 
and exception management has become not only a 
business concern but a compliance issue as well.
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Enterprise-wide reconciliation & exception management


